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For realizing the UNESCO’s aim of ‘Education for All’,   Right to Education 

Act has been enforced in India. The role of the teacher has further become more 
focused and challenging. The teacher of today has to address to the diversity in 
educational set-up as regards to the curriculum needs of children with specific 
learning disabilities. It is not "another thing to do," but rather, a "different way of 
doing it". Adapting the curriculum involves differentiating instruction to provide all 
learners with a variety of ways to process information and demonstrate what they 
have learned, in order to "match" the way in which each individual learns most 
effectively and efficiently.  
 
Introduction: 

Today, life is complex and getting more complex with knowledge explosion. 
The educative process is interaction between the teacher and the taught within the too 
sophisticated an environment. In any education system the key words are: Why? 
What? and How? Meaning there by: to formulate the aims and objectives of 
education; to decide what elements of knowledge and experience be planned so as to 
achieve the said aims of education;  and how the aims have to be realized (teaching 
methods ,etc.) Thus, Cunningham has very rightly said that, “Curriculum is a tool in 
the hands of the artist (teacher) to mould his material (child) according to his ideals 
(objectives) in his studio (school).”  
The Problem: 

With the enforcement of Right to Education Act, it becomes all the more 
important to bring in all types of children in the folds of Education for realizing the 
UNESCO’s aim of ‘Education for All’. As a teacher, each day you enter your 
classroom and face the challenge of how to best facilitate learning for all the children 
in your class belonging to various castes, creeds and colours, with specific learning 
disabilities , and  talents, personalities, learning styles, and skills. 

Teachers agree that every class represents an incredibly diverse group of 
learners, each of whom has a wide range of strengths and needs; nearly every class 
includes one or more children who have a specific learning disability. Teachers might 
try to meet the instructional challenge described above by asking themselves, "What 
kinds of adaptations to the curriculum should I make for the learners who have 
specific learning disabilities.” Viewing the notion of curriculum adaptations through 
the broader lens of the framework of general education, it allows the possibility of 
having not "another thing to do," but rather, a "different way of doing it". 
What is Adaptation of Curriculum? 

Adapting the curriculum involves modifying the content, instructional 
strategies, and the different ways of assessing what the learner has learned. Viewed in 
this manner, providing curriculum adaptations is a way in which to implement 
Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences. “There is no one best way to 
educate all children. Indeed, the biggest mistake of past centuries has been to treat all 
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children as if they were variants of the same individual and thus to feel justified in 
teaching them the same subjects in the same ways.” 

Teachers, researchers, parents, and even students frequently express concern 
that students with disabilities have limited exposure to the general-education 
curriculum or that the curriculum is minimized to the point that students are inhibited 
in their opportunity to learn. At the elementary-school level, students with special 
learning needs frequently can fully participate in regular classroom instruction using 
adaptations of simplified or supplemented existing materials. The goal is not to reduce 
content for students with special learning needs, but to provide tools for them to 
access content in the fullest sense. Simplifying existing materials can take many 
forms: 

• Rewriting instructional materials in a simplified format. 
• Providing summaries, graphic organizers, or outlines of instructional 

materials.  
• Developing study guides to provide support before, during, and after reading.  
• Shortening reading or math assignments.  
• Adjusting the pacing of assignments to allow for re-readings.  
• Color-coding textbooks to highlight key concepts and new vocabulary.  
• Audio taping textbook content.  

Supplementing existing materials involves the use of alternative materials to help 
students master the same content or skills presented in the general curricular 
materials. Such adaptations include using: Direct experiences; Films or videotapes; 
Computer software. 

Simplifying or supplementing existing materials can be time consuming for 
teachers. Teachers who plan in advance for such adaptations frequently engage parent 
volunteers or paraprofessionals in adapting material. Students of all achievement 
groupings appreciate teachers who make adaptations for students who need them, and 
most students prefer using materials that are identical to those used by their same-age 
peers. Planning can help a teacher create materials that will make these types of 
adaptations routine and provide a bank of resources to draw upon for future classes.  

What's Involved in Adaptation of Curriculum?:  

Effective curriculum adaptations are based on: 
� Adapting instructional strategies: This refers to the way a teacher teaches, 

the methodologies the teacher uses to provide information to learners in the 
class. Adapting the instructional process can be made possible through 
numerous techniques like: 

• Use of demonstrations or role play; 
• Utilizing teacher presentation cues (e.g., gestural, visual, or verbal) to 

emphasize key points and  key concepts to be learned; 
• Getting learners more actively involved in the learning process through the 

implementation of every pupil response techniques (e.g., response cards, 
thumbs up / thumbs down). 

• Diversifying the selection of groupings for instruction so as not to rely solely 
on large group / whole class instruction and independent seatwork 
arrangements. 
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• Including a variety of small group and cooperative learning activities, is 
another effective practice by which to adapt classroom instruction.  

• Providing learners with curriculum content through adaptation of traditional 
"reading" will involve a peer or an adult reading aloud to a learner.  

A number of other possibilities also exist. 

• Multisensory Approaches 
• Whole word approach to teaching reading 
• Rebus instructions and / or reading 
• Language experience approach 
• Concrete materials and manipulatives 
• Hands-on experience 
• Repeat/Rephrase directions 
• Braille 
• Recorded Books 
• Self-checking materials 
• Programmed materials 
• High interest/ Low Vocabulary Reading 

 

� Adapting instructional materials: This involves making changes to the 
equipment and / or supplies to which learners have access during the course of 
instruction. This involves a change in the formats through which information 
is represented to the learner with the curriculum during the course of 
instruction. The process of adapting materials provides additional, or simply 
different, materials, in a variety of modalities that the learners might use 
during the course of instruction. Most materials adaptations fall into one of 
four groups: 

• Adjusting the readability level of written materials: By  providing content 
similar to the unit currently under study through a lower grade level reading 
book, compressed text, or high interest - low vocabulary reader. In addition, 
reading demand is adjusted when curriculum content is depicted through 
audiotapes, videotapes, internet-based resources, text-reader software programs, 
or universally designed textbooks and materials. 

• Enhancing critical features of the content within the materials themselves: 
Involves adapting lesson materials in such a way as to identify for the learner 
content that is most essential. Advance or post-organizers, large print display, 
presentation of new vocabulary words in boldface, highlighting difficult words in 
a reading passage, rebus (replacing words with pictures in a reading passage), 
reading window, acronyms , and summaries of main ideas represent a few 
commonly used adaptations .  

• Designing materials with features that appeal to sensory modalities other than 
visual / auditory: For example, learners physically walking a route of colored 
tape on the floor to learn the path of blood flow from the heart (as opposed to 
studying a colored diagram in a book), or rapping with hand gestures as they 
learn newly introduced language concepts. 

• Selecting alternate instructional materials for their durability or safety features 
in consideration of a learner's physical coordination or motor skills. In the 
science lab, a plastic beaker or Petri dish might be utilized instead of their 
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breakable counterparts, or a learner might be provided with a soft book, or book 
with laminated pages, instead of a traditional text. 

� Adapting curricular content:  This type of curriculum adaptation results in an 
adjustment of the cognitive demand of a learning task for learners. Adapting 
curricular content might involve applications as straightforward as: 

• Reducing the number of vocabulary words assigned to an individual 
child; 

•  Having a learner complete only the odd-numbered problems on a 
mathematics assignment; 

•  Holding a learner responsible for learning three facts about one 
animal, instead of two facts about each of five different species; or 

• Giving learners the choice of taking a spelling pre-test to opt out of 
spelling for a particular week. 

 Individualized adaptations of content can, also, be achieved by restructured concept-
based teaching. Adjustment of the cognitive demand in a lesson typically involves an 
adaptation to the attention, thinking, and / or memory requirements associated with 
particular content. When it is combined with the sequential questioning techniques, 
this approach can result in a larger number of students meaningfully participating in a 
lesson drawn from the general curriculum. 

� Adapting assessment practices: This refers to alterations in the way in which 
a teacher gets information from learners in her class. The adaptation of 
assessment practices is not limited only to the expansion of test-taking 
parameters (e.g., redistributed time on a power test, use of a scribe for 
recording purposes).  

This class of curricular adaptations also encompasses using multiple 
criteria to assess learner products, providing structured answer frames on 
worksheets and tests, evaluating processes equally with final products, 
comparing a learner's performance to her own past performance, and offering 
learners a variety of practice strategies and choices for producing required 
assignments. 

• Offering learners the opportunity to respond to instruction in a non-traditional 
manner, in some way(s) other than through typical oral recitation or written 
expression, is also encompassed in this final curriculum adaptations category.  

• Alternative learner responses might include: collage, sculpture, pantomime, 
dramatic portrayal, musical composition, motoric demonstration, photographic 
presentation, or graphics display 

• Testing Adaptations include: 
o Allow tests/ projects to be taken orally  
o Add pictures/visuals to test 
o Read test to student 
o Preview language of test questions 
o Give applications in real setting 
o Have test administered by resource person 
o Give short answer questions 
o Give multiple choice questions 
o Modify format (multiple choice, essay true/ false) 
o Shorten length of test/assignment 
o Extend time frame 
o Allow un-timed testing 
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o Modify grading 
o Allow answers to be dictated 
o Allow frequent rest breaks 
o Allow open book or open note tests 
o Provide study guide prior to test 
o Highlight key directions 
o Give test in alternative site 
o Allow calculator, word processor, etc. 

Curricular adaptations allow learners to use their current skill range and 
participate, at least partially, in a general education instructional activity, while 
promoting the acquisition of new skills. 

Conclusion: 
Effectively designing curriculum adaptations represents one approach to 

teaching that may not require a substantial amount of additional work on a teacher's 
part, though it certainly represents a different way of teaching. Through these 
adaptations the various and different needs of the learners are tackled. This strategy 
even helps every learner in clarifying the concepts and makes learning effective and 
permanent. This facilitates the teacher in the general classroom set-up. Thus, one way 
of reaching out to all the diverse learners in a classroom is to acknowledge the 
differences in the children in the class and appreciate their worth and plan learning 
programs accordingly. 
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